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1.Methods of examination and diagnostics of  

periodontal diseases 

     

1.1 Taking patient’s history, external examination and 

examination of the oral tissues and occlusion 

3     

1.2 Examination of tooth mobility and periodontal pocket 

probing 

3     

1.3Panoramic  X-ray analysing 4     

1.4 Filling in and analyzing odontoparodontogramm 4     

1.5 Differential diagnosis of periodontal diseases 3     

      1.6 Setting the diagnose and planning of complex 

treatment of the patient with periodontal diseases 

5     

     1.7 Selection and justification of the splint construction 5     

2. Prosthodontic treatment  of periodontal disesases  

2.1Revealing the teeth with occlusal trauma 2     

      2.2 Selective grinding of teeth  4     

      2.3Fitting and inserting of immediate dentures 4     

2.4 Fitting and sitting of fixed orthodontic devices 4     

2.5 Fitting and inserting of removable orthodontic 

devices (plate with screws and mechanical activators, 

plate with an inclined plane, plastic mouthguards) 

3     

     2.6 Activation of orthodontic device 3     

2.7 Fitting and fixation of fixed splinting dentures 5     

     2.8 Fitting and inserting of removable splinting dentures 4     

     2.9 One-visit splinting with glass-chord  5     

3.1 Complex examination of the patient with deformities of 

the tooth arch 

3     

 3.2 Setting the diagnosis and making the plan of complex 

treatment of the patient with deformities of tooth arch 

5     

4 Planning of prosthodontic treatment of the patient with 

oral mucosa pathology  

4     

  5. Examination of patients with galvanosis and allergic reactions to dental restorative materials 

  5.1 Taking patient’s history, clinical examination 3     

  5.2 Measuring the difference of potentials of metal 

denture constructions in the oral cavity 

4     

  5.3 Analysis of allergy skin tests and RDMC 3     

  5.4 Differential diagnostics of pathologic conditions, 

associated with dentures 

3     

 5.5 Setting the final diagnosis and selection of materials 

for denture constructions 

4     

6 Comprehensive assessment of functional occlusion of a 

patient with highspots revealing 

4     

7. Examination of a patient with TMJ diseases, setting the 

diagnose and making a treatment plan 

6     
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